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Defining economic freedom

Rabushka (1991)

• Secure property rights

• Freedom to engage in voluntary transactions

• Freedom from governmental control of the terms on which 

individuals transact

• Freedom from governmental expropriation of property



Two dimensions of economic freedom

• Lack of interference

• Alternatives from which to choose



“Thanks Tom, but, sorry, I’m not fond of the 

idea of transforming the economic freedom 

indices from a classical liberal notion of 

freedom/liberty to a Sen-type understanding 

(or, Berlin’s “positive liberty”). 

Robinson Crusoe, marooned on an island, 

doesn’t have much opportunity, but no one is 

initiating coercion against him, so in fact his 

freedom/liberty, in the classical liberal sense 

(which is the spirit of the indices) is high.”

From journal editor



“That Crusoe had no interference 

would matter little if the island 

were just sand and rocks. 

He would trade a little 

intervention for food.”

My response



Executive Summary

Research question

Does removing the government size component from indices of 

economic freedom make the indices better estimators of economic 

growth?

Theory

Government size should not be included in measures of economic 

freedom because government spending is not a per se curtailment of 

economic freedom.

Test and results

The study estimates economic growth using as independent variables 

the two major economic freedom indices, both including and 

excluding government size. Both indices better estimate growth when 

government size is excluded.



The Central Theory: 

Government spending is not a per se curtailment of economic freedom.

Reason 1

Government spending can extend economic freedom to less advantaged 

segments of the population.

Reason 2

Government spending is needed to create and maintain the institutions 

required for free markets to operate. 

Reason 3

Government spending is not the equivalent of government interference. 

How tax revenues are collected and spent matters.



The Literature: Before and after the creation of the economic freedom indices

• Smith (1776) - The Wealth of Nations

• North (1990) - Institutions, Institutional Change, and Economic Performance

• Torstensson (1994), Knack and Keefer (1995), Barro (1996), Hall and Jones 

(1999), and Barro and Sala-i-Martin (2004) all find a direct association 

between sound institutions and growth.

• Acemoglu et al. (2004): Differences in economic institutions are the 

fundamental cause of differences in economic development.

• Berggren (2003) and Easton and Walker (1997): Institutions that improve 

economic freedom enhance economic growth. 

• Scully (2002) Economic freedom promotes both economic growth and equity.

• Indices: Ram (2014), de Haan and Sturm (2000), and Ott (2018) find flaws in 

the indices, but do not take the extra step to demonstrate that the indices are 

better growth estimators when government size is excluded.



Adam Smith – The Wealth of Nations - 1776



Mont Pèlerin Society



The two major indices of economic freedom

Fraser Institute Heritage Foundation

Economic Freedom of the World Index (EFW) Index of Economic Freedom (HEF)

▪  Size of government ▪  Government size

▪  Legal system and property rights ▪  Rule of Law

▪  Regulation ▪  Regulatory efficiency

▪  Freedom to Trade Internationally ▪  Market openness

▪  Sound money



Fraser Institute Index Map



Fraser Institute Index Map



Government size

Fraser Institute Heritage Foundation

Economic Freedom of the World Index (EFW) Index of Economic Freedom (HEF)

Area I: Size of government B. Government size

A. General government consumption 4. Tax burden

     spending as a % of total consumption. a. The top marginal tax rate on individual income

b. The top marginal tax rate on corporate income

B. Transfers and subsidies as a % of GDP. c. The total tax burden as a % of GDP.

C. Government enterprises and investment 5. Government spending

     as a % of GDP. a. Average total government spending at all 

    levels as a percentage of GDP for the most 

D. Top marginal tax rate     recent three years

6. Fiscal health

a. Average deficits as a % of GDP for the most

    recent three years (80 % of score)

b. Debt as a % of GDP (20 % of score).



Fraser Institute Heritage Foundation

Economic Freedom of the World Index (EFW) Index of Economic Freedom (HEF)

Area II: Legal system and property rights A. Rule of Law

A. Judicial independence 1. Property rights

a. Physical property rights

B. Impartial courts b. Intellectual property rights

c. Strength of investor protection

C. Protection of intellectual property. d. Risk of expropriation

e. Quality of land administration.

D. Military interference in rule of law and 

politics

2. Judicial Effectiveness

E. Integrity of the legal system a. Judicial independence

b. Quality of the judicial process

F. Legal enforcement of contracts

c. Favoritism in obtaining judicial 

decisions.

G. Regulatory costs of the sale of real property 3. Government integrity

a. Irregular payments and bribes

H. Reliability of police

b. Transparency of government 

policymaking

c. Absence of corruption

I. Business costs of crime d. Perceptions of corruption

* Overall component score is adjusted 

e. Governmental and civil service 

transparency

    for gender rights.

Rule of 

law



Fraser Institute Heritage Foundation

Economic Freedom of the World Index (EFW) Index of Economic Freedom (HEF)

Area V: Regulation C. Regulatory efficiency

A. Credit Market Regulations 7. Business freedom

B. Labor Market Regulations 8. Labor freedom

C. Business Regulations 9. Monetary freedom

Regulation



Fraser Institute Heritage Foundation

Economic Freedom of the World (EFW) Index Index of Economic Freedom (HEF)

Area IV: Freedom to Trade Internationally D. Market openness

A. Taxes on international trade. 10. Trade freedom

a. The trade-weighted average tariff rate

B. Regulatory trade barriers. b. Qualitative evaluation of nontariff barriers

C. Actual size of trade sector compared 11. Investment freedom

     to expected size. a. Investment Restrictions

b. National treatment of foreign investment

D. Difference between official exchange rate c. Foreign investment code

     and black-market rate. d. Restrictions on land ownership

e. Sectoral investment restrictions

E. International capital market controls f. Expropriation of investments without fair

compensation

h. Capital controls

12. Financial Freedom

a. The extent of govt regulation of financial

services

b. The degree of state intervention in banks and 

other financial firms through ownership

c. Govt influence on the allocation of credit

d. The extent of financial and capital 

market development

e. Openness to foreign competition

Market 

openness



Fraser Institute Heritage Foundation

Economic Freedom of the World (EFW) Index Index of Economic Freedom (HEF)

Area III: Sound money No Equivalent Category

A. Average annual growth of the money 

supply in the last five years minus average 

annual growth of real GDP in the last ten 

B. Standard deviation of annual inflation in 

the last five years.

C. Annual inflation in the most recent year.

D. Freedom of citizens to own foreign 

currency bank accounts domestically and 

▪ Comparable to Monetary Freedom measure 

in HEF Regulatory efficiency category

▪ Comparable to Monetary Freedom measure 

in HEF Regulatory efficiency category

▪ Comparable to Monetary Freedom measure 

in HEF Regulatory efficiency category

▪ Maps to Financial Freedom in HEF Market 

Openness category

Sound money



Countries whose economic freedom score is a “mismatch” with its 

government size score
Table 1

Countries with a high economic freedom score and a large government size

  2018 HEF scores and ranks out of 162 countries

Country Economic Freedom 

Rank (out of 162)

Economic Freedom 

Percentile

100% = most free

Govt size score rank 

162 = largest govt size

Government size percentile 

1% = largest govt size

Denmark 11 93% 137 16%

Japan 20 88% 118 27%

Germany 21 88% 106 35%

Netherlands 24 86% 141 13%

Finland 29 82% 152 6%Table 2

Countries with a low economic freedom score and small government size

  2018 HEF scores and ranks out of 162 countries

Country Economic Freedom 

Rank (out of 162)

Economic Freedom 

Percentile

0% = least free

Govt size score rank 

1 = smallest govt size

Government size percentile 

100% = smallest govt size

Sudan 161 1% 11 94%

Congo, Dem. Rep. 154 5% 35 79%

Yemen 149 8% 34 80%

Chad 145 11% 4 98%

Sierra Leone 137 16% 28 83%



Hypotheses – Fraser Institute Index (EFW) and Heritage Foundation Index (HEF)



EFW Hypothesis Test Models

Independent variables

EFW Economic Freedom Score (EFW), by country

EFWXG Economic Freedom Score (EFW), excluding Government Size component

Control variables

EDU Education: Average Total Years of Schooling for Adult Population

HEL Health: Life expectancy at birth, total (years)

FER Fertility: Fertility rate, total (births per woman)

TT Terms of Trade: Export value minus import value



HEF Hypothesis Test Models

Independent variables

HEF Economic Freedom Score (HEF), by country

HEFXG Economic Freedom Score (HEF), excluding Government Size component

Control variables

EDU Education: Average Total Years of Schooling for Adult Population

HEL Health: Life expectancy at birth, total (years)

FER Fertility: Fertility rate, total (births per woman)

TT Terms of Trade: Export value minus import value



EFW Hypothesis Test – Excluding other factors



HEF Hypothesis Test – Excluding other factors



Summary post-estimate results for Models 1 and 2



Paired model coefficients and standard errors



Excluding other factors

Model with EFW Index excluding:

3a 3b 3c 3d

Market Sound

EFW Index Govt size Rule of law Regulation openness money

Adjusted

R-squared 0.4767 0.5079 0.4626 0.4734 0.4758 0.4795

Change Increase Decrease Decrease Decrease Slight Increase

Difference 0.0312 -0.0141 -0.0033 -0.0009 0.0028

Model with HEF Index excluding:

4a 4b 4c

Market

HEF Index Govt size Rule of law Regulation openness

Adjusted

R-squared 0.4976 0.5590 0.4334 0.4974 0.487

Change Increase Decrease Decrease Decrease

Difference 0.0614 -0.0642 -0.0002 -0.0106



Contribution to the study of economic freedom

This study

• is the first to compare regression models using economic freedom to 

estimate economic growth and demonstrate that the indices are more 

effective estimators of growth if government size is excluded. 

• provides a formal theory as to why government size is not by 

definition a curtailment of economic freedom.

• provides new insights to policymakers: it encourages proponents of 

classic economic liberalism to adopt a more open-minded approach 

to socially-oriented government styles.



Ideas for future research

• What could replace government size as an economic freedom 

factor?

• A more detailed examination of the factors driving same-country 

score differences 

• Collect data on how the index data are being used by 

policymakers.

• Should a Racial Disparity Adjustment be added alongside the 

Fraser Institute’s Gender Disparity Adjustment?

Closing remarks

• The recent runaway success of state-led capitalism has made the 

study of economic freedom as important as it ever has been.



Thank you for your time.

Questions?



Appendix 1 – Correlation matrices



Appendix 2

Countries covered by HEF and not covered by EFW

Ordered by 2019 GDP (PPP)

1. Uzbekistan 12. Djibouti

2. Afghanistan 13. St. Lucia

3. North Korea 14. Comoros

4. Equatorial Guinea 15. Solomon Islands

5. Kosovo 16. St. Vincent and the Grenadines

6. Cuba 17. Samoa

7. Turkmenistan 18. Vanuatu

8. Eritrea 19. Dominica

9. Micronesia 20. Sao Tome and Principe

10. Somalia 21. Tonga

11. Maldives 22. Kiribati



Appendix 3



Appendix 4



Appendix 5



Appendix 6



Appendix 7



Appendix 8 - Helpful links to index publisher sites

Fraser Institute

https://www.fraserinstitute.org/studies/economic-freedom

Heritage Foundation

https://www.heritage.org/index/

EFW Methodology

https://www.fraserinstitute.org/sites/default/files/economic-freedom-of-the-world-2019-

appendix.pdf

HEF Methodology

https://www.heritage.org/index/pdf/2020/book/index_2020.pdf

https://www.fraserinstitute.org/sites/default/files/economic-freedom-of-the-world-2019-appendix.pdf
https://www.fraserinstitute.org/studies/economic-freedom
https://www.fraserinstitute.org/sites/default/files/economic-freedom-of-the-world-2019-appendix.pdf
https://www.heritage.org/index/
https://www.fraserinstitute.org/sites/default/files/economic-freedom-of-the-world-2019-appendix.pdf
https://www.fraserinstitute.org/sites/default/files/economic-freedom-of-the-world-2019-appendix.pdf
https://www.fraserinstitute.org/sites/default/files/economic-freedom-of-the-world-2019-appendix.pdf
https://www.heritage.org/index/pdf/2020/book/index_2020.pdf

